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FOR	OUR	FULL	PRODUCT	RANGE	VISIT	HAFELEINDIA.COM Häfele Pluma Faucet_Ver.1.00/01/02:	23.11..2021

PLUMA	DECK	MOUNTED	COLD	FAUCET

Durable Lead	FreeStain
Resistant

Corrosion	
Resistant

Abrasion/	Scratch	
Resistant

*

*	T	&	C	Apply.	10	years	for	residential	applications	and	5	years	for	commercial	applications.	

The kitchen sink is the heart of our kitchen, and it needs a consistent water supply to keep it pumping
i.e. helping us carry out all the different chores throughout the day. Most of the prepping, cooking and
cleaning chores are carried out at and near the sink centre. The faucet that is hence paired with the
sink needs to not only carry out these activities seamlessly but also look great in the process. It needs
to rank high on durability and accessibility, which Häfele’s new kitchen faucet Pluma perfectly does.

The highlight of this faucet is its completely built Stainless Steel 304 body which exhibits resistance to
corrosion, scratches/ abrasion and stains and imparts high mechanical strength. Engineered and
tested in line with global standards, Pluma gives you a consistent and trustworthy performance every
time.

As the Stainless Steel material is lead free, this makes the faucet not only eco-friendly and recyclable
but also prevents any unwanted reaction rendering the water absolutely safe for drinking directly from
the tap without an ounce of worry. Easy to clean and maintain, Pluma with its rich Stainless Steel
Brushed finish can be delightfully paired with Häfele’s range of Argento Sinks to maintain design
synergy in the kitchen while satisfying an array of individualistic needs.
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Article	No. 570.85.031

Description Pluma Deck	Mounted	Cold	Faucet

Material Stainless	Steel	304

Finish Stainless	Steel	Brushed

Dimensions 239	(H)	× 152	(D)	× 18	(Ø)	mm

Flow	Rate 7	litres/	min	at	3	Bar	Pressure

Warranty 10	years*	(residential);	5	years*	(commercial)

Click	here	to	view	the	entire	range	of	Häfele’s Kitchen	Sinks	and	Faucets	

Pluma blends	seamlessly	with	Häfele’s Argento Range	of	Stainless	Steel sinks	enabling	synergy	in	your	kitchen	design	

*	Terms	and	Conditions	Apply
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